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4 InsurTech and the disruptive insurance ecosystem
InsurTech is reshaping the insurance market with new players, enabling new
products, services and processes
The InsurTech ecosystem is formed by startups developing disruptive business models; technological
giants, that are leveraging their technological leadership; and big insurance companies. Other sectors of
the economy, such as automotive, are becoming new players in the insurance market. As a reaction,
traditional insurers are adapting their strategies, also playing a key role in the new ecosystem.

Introduction
InsurTech can be defined as the result of the extensive use of technology in the insurance sector,
materialized in new innovative products and services, and it is causing a revolution in this sector. InsurTech
is often considered a part of Fintech, so the same transformational ideas underly and collaboration between
incumbents and challengers is also on the rise. Disruptive startups have knocked down some of the main
barriers to entry, while focusing on the problems that the insurance sector traditionally has struggled with,
such as user experience. The InsurTech innovation involves the adoption of new digital applications, but also
new business models and new corporate structures.
InsurTech still faces legal uncertainty, especially as regards new entrants or startups disrupting a highly
regulated sector where compliance with sector-specific rules is burdensome. Generally, there are several
regulations that must be taken into account by InsurTechs, mostly related to online issues, including data
protection regulation and online consumers protection, among others. 100% native digital insurers have to
comply with all the e-commerce regulation and must have in mind all the challenges that the digital
ecosystem is posing, such as cybersecurity. Essentially, these regulatory challenges are quite similar as the
ones Fintech is facing. Nevertheless, determining the concrete nature of the agent, i.e. whether a company
becomes an insurance company, an insurance broker, a marketplace, an aggregator, etc, has particular
relevance in InsurTech, as it obviously has an impact on the applicable regulatory framework.

Investment
19

In accordance with a KPMG report , InsurTech attracted USD 2.5 billion of venture capital (VC) investment,
a massive leap in funding compared to the previous four years. Annual investments in InsurTech start-ups
have increased fivefold over the past three years, with cumulative funding reaching USD 4.3 billion since
2010. By comparison, the first three quarters of 2016 have seen over USD 1.4 billion in VC investment and
significant activity by many traditional insurers that are increasingly creating their own VC funds in order to
invest in InsurTech companies. It is still quite soon to support the idea of an upcoming slowdown in
InsurTech investment, because during the last five quarters there have been significant investments in just a
few companies, and it could happen again along the following quarters.
On a global basis, over 60% of VC-backed InsurTech deals occurred in the US during Q2’16. However, the
20
UK is also seen as an important leader in the space. According to City A.M. , more than USD 22 million
(GBP 16.5 million) has been ploughed into InsurTech so far this year in the UK - nearly triple the amount
invested in the whole of last year and growing faster than any other country in the world.

19: The Pulse of Fintech, Q2 2016, Global Analysis of Fintech Venture Funding, KPMG and CB Insights, 2016.
20: Insurtech investment in the UK has tripled (press), 2016, City A.M.
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Figure 4.1

Figure 4.2

Annual investments in InsurTech start-ups *
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Ecosystem players behaviour
The emergence of a whole new ecosystem based on the extensive use of technology (it is the case of
startups and technological giants) has brought new business perspectives and disruptive ideas that directly
threaten the status of traditional insurance companies. All of theses new entrants have forced a reaction
among incumbents. Based on the interaction of all players, the dynamics of this new ecosystem can be
described as follows:
First, startups are arguably the most disruptive players at this stage. They have directly focused on long
lasting issues in this sector. They are generating new business models based on peer-to-peer insurance (a
reciprocity insurance contract based on the sharing economy concept), usage-based insurance (economic
activity created by digital marketplaces that fulfill consumer demand via immediate access to and convenient
provisioning of goods and services, e.g. Pay-as-you-Drive, in the auto insurance vertical) or consumer
platforms, which aim to improve customer experience. These startups leverage in most cases emergent
technologies, such as the Internet of Things (IoT) for SmartCars and SmartHomes; Big Data for managing
and analyzing large volumes of information, blockchain technology and smart contracts for empowering
contractual relations with customers in the claim process, for instance. Also, omnichannel, cross selling, and
new 100% digital native insurers are new trends that are being observed.
Second, technological giants are entering the insurance sector for two main reasons: their technological
leadership is a key advantage and their ownership of a huge volume of personal data allows them to make a
better segmentation of their consumers. As a consequence, digital players are being able to offer more
customizable insurance plans. Other players in the game are top companies from other sectors linked to
mobility, such as the automotive sector, leveraging their competitive leadership, as in the case of Tesla and
its new programme “Insure my Tesla”.
Finally, traditional insurers are rethinking their strategy to adapt to this new competitive landscape. As a
consequence, they have identified four principal axes to guide their actions: collaboration (Axa and
BlaBlaCar announced their european collaboration on May, 2015), partnership (AXA and Alibaba
announced their joint agreement on July, 2016), VC investment (Munich Re invested in Slice Labs, a
startup that is launching an on-demand, pay-per-use insurance) and startup incubation (Allianz launched
Allianz X InsurTech incubator).
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Conclusions
InsurTech follows a customer-centric approach. With the fundamental aid of emerging technologies, such as
IoT, Big Data or Artificial Intelligence, these startups have focused on certain deficiencies of the insurance
sector and certain segments of the value chain, mainly in those related to delivery, such as marketplaces
and insurance comparison sites. These technology-based companies have brought with them new business
approaches that directly impact the activity of traditional companies. In addition, digital giants and companies
from other sectors are leveraging their competitive advantages (mainly technology and user knowledge) to
enter the insurance sector. Due to the innovation introduced by these new players, incumbents are currently
reshaping their business models in an increasingly competitive market.
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DISCLAIMER
This document has been prepared by BBVA Research Department, it is provided for information purposes only and
expresses data, opinions or estimations regarding the date of issue of the report, prepared by BBVA or obtained from or
based on sources we consider to be reliable, and have not been independently verified by BBVA. Therefore, BBVA offers
no warranty, either express or implicit, regarding its accuracy, integrity or correctness.
Estimations this document may contain have been undertaken according to generally accepted methodologies and
should be considered as forecasts or projections. Results obtained in the past, either positive or negative, are no
guarantee of future performance.
This document and its contents are subject to changes without prior notice depending on variables such as the economic
context or market fluctuations. BBVA is not responsible for updating these contents or for giving notice of such changes.
BBVA accepts no liability for any loss, direct or indirect, that may result from the use of this document or its contents.
This document and its contents do not constitute an offer, invitation or solicitation to purchase, divest or enter into any
interest in financial assets or instruments. Neither shall this document nor its contents form the basis of any contract,
commitment or decision of any kind.
In regard to investment in financial assets related to economic variables this document may cover, readers should be
aware that under no circumstances should they base their investment decisions in the information contained in this
document. Those persons or entities offering investment products to these potential investors are legally required to
provide the information needed for them to take an appropriate investment decision.
The content of this document is protected by intellectual property laws. It is forbidden its reproduction, transformation,
distribution, public communication, making available, extraction, reuse, forwarding or use of any nature by any means or
process, except in cases where it is legally permitted or expressly authorized by BBVA.
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